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Abstract
We give a new proof of a special case of a theorem Hopkins and the authors, relating the Morava K-theory
of B; (6) to the theory of cubical structures on formal groups. In the process we relate the Morava K-theory
of the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, 3) to the theory of Weil pairings, and we appeal to results of algebraic
geometers about biextensions. ( 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [6], Hopkins and the present authors showed that for every elliptic spectrum E, there is
a canonical map
p
E
: M;S6TPE
of ring spectra, called the p-orientation, which generalises the Witten genus [12] and gives an
interesting interpretation of its modular invariance; for more background and motivation, see the
introduction to [6]. A central part of the proof of the above result is the computation of the ring
E
0
B;S6T (where B;S6T is the 5-connected cover of B;) or equivalently the description of the
scheme spec (E
0
B;S6T). For this description we do not need E to be an elliptic spectrum, but
merely a commutative 2-periodic ring spectrum whose odd-dimensional homotopy groups are
trivial. However, in order to cover this level of generality, it was necessary to give a rather
computational proof.
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In the present work, we give an alternative argument that is valid when E is a two-periodic
Morava K-theory spectrum (with associated formal group G
E
say). This proof is more conceptual,
and it makes much closer contact with previous work by algebraic geometers on the theory of
biextensions [9,2]. In their language, the result is that spec (E
0
B;S6T) is the scheme
C3(G
E
)"C3(G
E
, G
m
) of rigid cubical structures on the trivial G
m
-torsor over G
E
; this is formulated
more explicitly as Theorem 1.1.
Although the details of the argument given here were worked out and written up by the authors
listed, we should emphasise that the conceptual basis is part of a large ongoing project which is
joint work with M. Hopkins. We are grateful to him for allowing us to distribute this fragment of
our enterprise.
Notation. Throughout this paper we "x a "xed prime number p’0 and an integer h’0. We "x as
well a 2-periodic Morava K-theory E with ground "eld k $%&" E0(pt) of characteristic p and formal
group G
E
of height h. We let n"pl denote a (varying) power of p, and we write P for CP= and P[n]
for BZ/n. We write k"k
n
for the multiplication map H/n’H/nPH/n of Eilenberg}MacLane
spectra, or for the map
P[n]2"K(Z/n,1)]K(Z/n,1)PK(Z/n,2)
derived from this. We also write b"b
n
for the map H/nPRH that induces the Bockstein
operation Hk(X;Z/n)PHk‘1(X;Z), or for the maps
P[n]"K(Z/n, 1)PP"K(Z, 2),
K(Z/n, 2)PK(Z, 3)
derived from this.
By a k-group we shall mean an a$ne commutative group scheme over k. The k-groups form an
abelian category (the opposite via spec of the category of abelian Hopf algebras over k). A map of
k-groups
G"specA41%# &&" specB"H
is a monomorphism if f : BPA is a surjective map of rings; it is an epimorphism if equivalently f is
faithfully #at or injective [5, III, Section 3, n. 7]. If G is a p-divisible formal group over k, then its
n-torsion is a k-group which we shall denote as G[n].
We will need to consider various torsors [5, III, Section 4] and biextensions [9,2]; these will
always be assumed to have the multiplicative group G
m
as the "bre. We identify G
m
-torsors with
line bundles in the usual way. If L and M are two torsors over X then their product will be
denotedL?M. It will be convenient to make use of the following ‘punctuala notation: if f :>PX
is a morphism in some category with a notion of torsor, and LPX is a torsor, then we shall
describe the torsor f HLP> as the torsor whose "bre at a generic point y of > is
( f HL)
y
"L
f(y)
.
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Similarly a map of torsors g :M/>PL/X covering f may be described as a map
M
y
gPL
f(y)
.
All formal groups will be assumed commutative. A formal group G over a ring R de"nes
a functor from the category of pro-Artin R-algebras to groups, and a ‘pointa of G will mean
a pro-Artin R-algebra „ and an element g3G(„). We will often omit the ring „ from the notation,
and even write g3G.
Recall that if G and H are formal groups, then a biextension structure on a torsor BPG]H
equips the torsor BD
gCH
with the structure of a central extension of H by G
m
; its identity element
will be
g
1. Similarly for h3H the torsor BD
GCh
becomes a central extension of G by G
m
whose
identity will be denoted 1
h
. We use the notations v
L
and v
R
, respectively, for the maps
B
g1,h
?B
g2,h
v
LPBg1‘g2,h,
B
g,h1
?B
g,h2
v
RPBg,h1‘h2,
which give the multiplication in the two central extensions.
Now let q : G]GPG]G be the map exchanging the two factors. A symmetric biextension of G is
a biextension BPG]G equipped with a map of biextensions
m :BPq HB
such that m2"1 and the restriction of m to the diagonal is the canonical isomorphism of torsors [2,
p. 8].
Finally, if L is a torsor over G, let K(L) be the torsor over G]G whose "bre at (g, h) is
K(L)
g,h
$%&" Lg‘h
L
g
?L
h
.
A cubical structure on L is a particular sort of symmetric biextension structure on K(L) [2, 2.2].
A rigid torsor over G is a torsor L equipped with a section of the "bre L
0
over the identity. If
LPG is a rigid torsor, then a rigid cubical structure on L is a cubical structure whose various
identity sections coincide with the sections produced from the rigid structure.
If R is a k-algebra, then C3(G)(R) will denote the group of rigid cubical structures on the trivial
torsor over G
R
. Such a thing is just a map f : G3
R
PG
m
such that
f (0,0,0)"1,
f (g
1
, g
2
, g
3
) is symmetric in g
1
,g
2
, and g
3
,
f (g
1
, g
2
, g
3
) f (g
0
#g
1
, g
2
, g
3
)~1f (g
0
, g
1
#g
2
, g
3
) f (g
0
, g
1
, g
3
)~1"1.
(1.1)
As usual, we write G
R
"spec(R)]
41%#(k)
G, so the formal coordinate ring O
GR
of G
R
is R?K
k
O
G
.
A choice of coordinate on G determines an isomorphism O
GR
+RIxJ for all R and a formal group
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law F over k. In these terms, an element of C3(G)(R) amounts to a power series u(x
1
,x
2
, x
3
) with
coe$cients in R, such that
u(0, 0, 0)"1,
u(x
1
, x
2
, x
3
) is symmetric in x
1
, x
2
, and x
3
,
u(x
1
, x
2
, x
3
)u(x
0
#
F
x
1
, x
2
, x
3
)~1u(x
0
, x
1
#
F
x
2
,x
3
)u(x
0
, x
1
,x
3
)~1"1.
It is then not hard to check (see [6]) that there is an initial example of a ring equipped with such
a power series, and so C3(G) is represented by a k-group, which we shall also denote by C3(G).
B;S6T and Cubical structures. Let B;S6T be the 5-connected cover of B;. The map
P3PB;
classifying the virtual bundle <3
i
(1!‚
i
) lifts uniquely to a map
P3
< 3
i (1~Li)&&&" B;S6T.
From it we obtain a map
E
0
(P3)PE
0
B;S6T, (1.2)
whose adjoint
P
3
3E0(P3)?K E
0
B;S6T+O
(G3E)E0BUW6X
(1.3)
is a rigid cubical structure on the trivial torsor over (G
E
)
E0BUW6X
. It is classi"ed by a map
specE
0
B;S6T P3P C3(G
E
),
which we also denote by P
3
. The purpose of this note is to give a geometric proof of
Theorem 1.1. P
3
induces an isomorphism of k-groups
specE
0
(B;S6T)+C3(G
E
).
In [6], Hopkins and the authors prove the analogue of Theorem 1.4 for any even periodic ring
spectrum. The purpose of this paper is to give a proof inspired by the study of cubical structures by
algebraic geometers in for example [9,2].
The main ingredient is a description of the E-homology of the "bration
K(Z,3) cP B;S6TPBS;, (1.4)
in terms of the geometry of cubical structures. Before proceeding with the main text, we give a brief
account of this model.
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Mumford [9] shows that if G is a p-divisible formal group over k, then the functor of
isomorphism classes of biextensions of G is represented by the scheme M(G) of systems of
biexponential maps b
n
:G[n]2PG
m
satisfying
b
pn
(g, h)p"b
n
(pg, ph).
If u is a cubical structure on a p-divisible formal group, then the associated pairing lies in the
subscheme of M(G) consisting of pairings eH which satisfy the additional equation
e
n
(g, h)"e
n
(h, g)~1.
We call such pairings Weil pairings and denote the subscheme=(G). It follows that there is a map
C3(G) e
HP=(G). (1.5)
The kernel of eH consists of cubical structures whose underlying symmetric biextension is trivial.
More precisely, for a k-algebra R let C2(G)(R) be the group of maps f :G2
R
PG
m
such that
f (0,0)"1,
f (g
1
, g
2
)"f (g
2
, g
1
),
f (g
1
, g
2
) f (g
0
#g
1
, g
2
)~1f (g
0
, g
1
#g
2
) f (g
0
, g
1
)~1"1.
(1.6)
To give such an f is precisely to give the structure of a commutative central extension on the trivial
torsor over G
R
. Remarks similar to those for C3(G) show that C2(G) is represented by a k-group.
There is a map of k-groups
C2(G) dP C3(G)
(see (7.1)). Proposition 2.11 of [2] is that the the image of d consists of cubical structures whose
underlying symmetric biextension is trivial. Lemma 7.4 states that
C2(G) dP C3(G) eHP=(G) (1.7)
is exact.
In fact, it is a short exact sequence. The kernel of d consists of symmetric bilinear maps from G to
G
m
, and it is easy to see (Lemma 7.3) that there is only one. One way to see that eH is surjective in
the category of k-groups is to remark that the map
G 2P G
is an isogeny, and in that case Breen [2, 7.13] shows that every symmetric biextension of G by
G
m
may be re"ned, locally in the #at topology, to a cubical structure. We shall not need to be more
precise, as the surjectivity of eH is a pleasant consequence (Corollary 7.12) of our comparison to the
topological situation. A proof that image(d)"ker(eH) will be given in Lemma 7.4.
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In any case, the sequence (1.8) is our model for the "bration (1.5). We shall show that there are
isomorphisms
bH : specE0K(Z,3)+=(GE),
P
2
: specE
0
BS;+C2(G
E
)
such that the diagram
(1.8)
commutes (up to possible signs). That P
3
is an isomorphism follows by the "ve-lemma. See Remark
4.3 for discussion of the sign.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall Ravenel and Wilson’s calculation of
E
0
K(Z, 3) [11]. This gives the identi"cation bH between specE0K(Z,3) and=(GE). In Section 3 we
give an explicit formula for the map eH. This makes it possible to show in Section 5 that the
right-hand square of (1.8) commutes. Section 6 describes the isomorphism P
2
, and shows that the
left-hand square of (1.8) commutes. In Section 7 we show that d is injective and (1.7) is exact, and
"nish the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. Ravenel and Wilson’s calculation of E
0
K(Z,3)
In this section we express some calculations of Ravenel and Wilson [11] in the language of
schemes.
De5nition 2.1. An e
n
-pairing for G over a k-algebra R is a map
f : G[n]2
R
P(G
m
)
R
of schemes over spec (R) such that
f (g
1
#g
2
, h)"f (g
1
, h) f (g
2
, h),
f (g, h
1
#h
2
)"f (g, h
1
) f (g, h
2
),
f (g, g)"1.
The group of e
n
pairings for G over R will be denoted=
n
(G)(R). This functor of R is represented
by a scheme =
n
(G) (as one sees easily after introducing a coordinate).
Remark 2.2. More generally, we say that a map f satisfying the "rst two conditions is biexponential,
and that f is alternating if it satis"es the third condition. We say that f is weakly alternating if
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f (g, h) f (h, g)"1; by considering f (g#h, g#h) we see that alternating biexponential maps are
weakly alternating. Conversely, if f is weakly alternating then f (g, g)2"1 so f (2g, 2g)"f (g, g)4"1.
If p is odd then the map gC 2g is an isomorphism and we see that f is alternating.
Proposition 2.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
=
n
(G
E
)"spec(E
0
K(Z/n, 2)).
Proof. Let k : P[n]2"K(Z/n, 1)2PK(Z/n, 2) be the map induced by the cup product in ordinary
cohomology. This gives a map m : spf(E0P[n])2Pspf(E0K(Z/n,2)) of formal schemes. As the cup
product H1]H1PH2 is weakly alternating and additive in both variables, we see that m is
a weakly alternating, biadditive map of formal group schemes.
We claim that m is actually alternating in the strong sense. We may assume that p"2, for
otherwise there is nothing to prove. It is enough to check that the composite
g $%&" (P[n] $*!’0/!-&&" P[n]2 mP K(Z/n, 2))
induces the trivial map on EI
0
P[n]. If we compose with the Bockstein map b : K(Z/n, 2)PK(Z, 3),
we get a map in [K(Z/n, 1),K(Z, 3)]"H3B(Z/n)"0. Moreover, b "ts in a "bration
K(Z/n, 1)"P[n]PP *n+P P oP K(Z/n, 2) bP K(Z, 3).
We deduce that g factors through o, so it is enough to check that o is trivial in reduced E-homology,
or that [n] induces an epimorphism in E-homology, or that [n] induces a monomorphism in
E-cohomology. This is true by well-known calculation, because [n]H(x)"xnh.
We next claim that spf(E0K(Z/n,2)) is the universal example of a formal group scheme equipped
with an alternating biadditive map to it from G
E
[n]2. To see this, assume for the moment that
p’2. In that case, Ravenel and Wilson show [11, 11.3] that E
0
(K(Z/n,*)) is the free Hopf ring
generated over k[F
p
] by the bicommutative Hopf algebra E
0
K(Z/n,1)"K
0
P[n]. A Hopf ring is
just a graded-commutative ring object in the category of cocommutative coalgebras over k, and
this category is equivalent to that of formal schemes over k by [4, p. 12]. Thus, spf(E0K(Z/n,*)) is
the free graded-commutative formal ring scheme generated over the constant scheme F
p
by the
formal group scheme spf(E0K(Z/n,1))"G
E
[n]. Moreover, such free objects are constructed in the
obvious way: one can de"ne colimits and tensor products of formal group schemes, so one can
de"ne Kk(A) $%&" Ack/&
k
(where &
k
acts with signs) and these objects are the homogeneous pieces of
the free ring scheme. These facts are implicit in the literature on Hopf rings, and an explicit
treatment has recently been given by Hunton and Turner [7]. We conclude that
spf(E0K(Z/n,2))"K2G
E
[n] as claimed.
For the case p"2 we quote [8, Appendix]. They prove that E
0
K(Z/n,*) is the free Hopf ring on
E
0
K(Z/n,1) modulo the relation that the squaring map aC+a@ " aA is trivial. Equivalently, we see
that spf(E0K(Z/n,*)) is the free graded-commutative formal ring scheme on spf(E0K(Z/n,1)) modulo
the relation that k is strongly alternating. It follows again that spf(E0K(Z/n, 2)) has the required
universal property.
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We next use Cartier duality (see for example [4, p. 27]), which amounts to the fact that
spec(E
0
K(Z/n, 2))"Hom(spf(E0K(Z/n, 2)),G
m
).
Note that K(Z/n, 2) is connected so the augmentation ideal in E0K(Z/n, 2) is topologically nilpotent,
so spf(E0K(Z/n, 2)) is a connected formal neighbourhood of the identity element. Thus any map
spf(E0K(Z/n, 2))PG
m
that sends 0 into GK
m
sends everything into GK
m
, so
spec(E
0
K(Z/n, 2))"Hom(spf(E0K(Z/n, 2)),GK
m
).
Our description of spf(E0K(Z/n, 2)) immediately identi"es this with =
n
(G
E
). h
Remark 2.4. The more explicit calculations of Ravenel and Wilson show that E0K(Z/n, 2) has "nite
dimension over k so we have only used the simplest and most classical version of Cartier duality.
In Lemma 6.2 we will use a version that applies in the in"nite-dimensional case; this is treated in
[4, p. 27].
Using Proposition 2.3, we have a map
b"b
n
: specE
0
(K(Z,3)) 41%# E0bn&&" specE
0
(K(Z/n, 2)) +=
n
(G
E
).
We also have a commutative diagram as follows:
(2.1)
When we apply the functor spf(E0(!)), the map K(Z/pn,1)PK(Z/n,1) becomes the map
p : G
E
[pn]PG
E
[n]. This implies that when a is a point of spec(E
0
K(Z,3)) and g, h are points of
G
E
[pn] we have
b
pn
(a)(g, h)p"b
n
(a)(pg, ph). (2.2)
De5nition 2.5. If G is a formal group of "nite height over k and R is a k-algebra, then a Weil pairing
on G over R is a collection fH of en-pairings
f
n
3=
n
(G)(R)
such that
f
pn
(g, h)p"f
n
(pg, ph).
For a k-algebra R, let=(G)(R) be the group of Weil pairings on G
R
. This is clearly represented by
a closed subscheme =(G)L<
n
=
n
(G).
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Remark 2.6. Let ( f
n
) be a collection of weakly alternating biexponential maps G[n]]G[n]PG
m
such that f
pn
(x, y)p"f
n
(px, py). If p’2 then any weakly alternating map is alternating. If p"2 then
f
n
(2x, 2x)"f
2n
(x,x)2 and this is 1 because f
2n
is weakly alternating. If G has "nite height then the
map 2 :G[2n]PG[n] is faithfully #at and thus an epimorphism, so f
n
(y,y)"1 for all y, so f is
alternating. Thus, it does not matter whether we specify alternating or weakly alternating maps in
the de"nition of a Weil pairing.
Remark 2.7. The classical Weil pairing of an elliptic curve satis"es the equation f
n
(pg, h)"f
pn
(g, h)
for all (g,h)3G[pn]]G[n]. In the present context this equation actually follows from our other
axioms: this is clear when h"pk for some k3G[pn], and the map p : G[pn]PG[n] is faithfully #at
so it follows in general.
Remark 2.8. If G is p-divisible and f is an e
pn
-pairing then it is not hard to check that there is
a unique map f @ :G[n]2PG
m
such that f @(pg, ph)"f (g,h)p, and that this is an e
n
-pairing. This
construction gives a map q :=
pn
(G)P=
n
(G) and it is clear that =(G)"invlim
r
=
p
r(G). One can
also check that under our identi"cation spec(E
0
K(Z/pn, 2))"=
n
(G
E
), the Bockstein map
K(Z/n, 2) b{P K(Z/pn, 2) has spec(E
0
b@)"q.
The maps b
n
clearly "t together to give a map bH : spec(E0K(Z, 3))P=(GE).
Proposition 2.9. The map bH : spec(E0K(Z,3))P=(GE) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Ravenel and Wilson show that the map
colim
r
E
0
K(Z/pr, 2)PE
0
K(Z, 3)
is an isomorphism. h
3. The Weil pairing of a cubical structure
Mumford [9] shows that a cubical structure gives rise in a functorial way to a Weil pairing; see
also [2]. Thus, there is a canonical map
C3(G) eHP=(G).
In this section we give an explicit formula for eH.
If BPG]H is any biextension, there is a canonical isomorphism
(n]1)HB+ (1]n)HB (3.1)
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of torsors over G]H, given by
(n]1)HB *n+LQBn *n+RP (1]n)HB,
where Bn denotes the torsor over G]H whose "bre at (g, h) is the n-fold product
B
g,h
?B
g,h
?2?B
g,h
.
The next two lemmas are standard facts about biextensions; see for example [2, Chapter 4].
Lemma 3.1. The isomorphism (3.1) is an isomorphism of biextensions.
Lemma 3.2. Any biextension BPG]H has a canonical trivialisation when restricted to 0]H or
G]0, given by
G U gC
g
1,
H U hC 1
h
.
Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 gives an automorphism
1
1
+ (n]1)HB+ (1]n)HB+ 1
1
of the trivial biextension over G[n]]H[n], or equivalently a biexponential map
G[n]]H[n]PG
m
,
which we call the ‘e
n
pairinga associated to the biextension.
Now suppose that G"H; that LPG is a torsor; and t is a trivialisation of L. Let
s(g, h) $%&" t(g#h)
t(g)t(h)
be the resulting trivialisation of K(L). A cubical structure on L gives rise to a function
u : G3PG
m
satisfying Eqs. (1.1) and such that the biextension structure on K(L) is given by the formulae
s(g
1
, g
3
)v
L
s(g
2
, g
3
)"u(g
1
, g
2
, g
3
)s(g
1
#g
2
, g
3
),
s(g
1
, g
2
)v
R
s(g
1
, g
3
)"u(g
1
, g
2
, g
3
)s(g
1
, g
2
#g
3
).
We next derive formula for the resulting e
n
pairing; this has also been obtained by Candilera and
Cristante [3], and probably by others.
Proposition 3.3. The e
n
pairing associated to u is given by the explicit formula
e
n
(g, h)"e
n
(u)(g, h)"n~1<
j/1
u(g, jg, h)
u(g, jh, h)
. (3.2)
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Proof. The isomorphism
Bn+ (n]1)HB
over G]G is given by the formula
hggiggj
s(g, h)2s(g, h)
n 5%3.4
CA
n~1
<
j/1
u(g, jg, h)Bs(ng, h), (3.3)
as we see by induction on n. If ng"0 then
s(ng, h)"s(0, h)"1
h
.
Following the recipe for e
n
given above yields formula (3.2). h
Remark 3.4. Note that the formula (3.2) makes sense on G2, and so e
n
(u) may be regarded as
a function G2PG
m
.
It is particularly transparent in formula (3.3) that
Lemma 3.5.
e
n
(g, g)"1,
e
n
(g, h)"e
n
(h, g)~1.
Formula (3.2) also shows directly that
Lemma 3.6.
e
n
(kg, kh)"e
nk
(g, h)k
k~1
<
j/1
u(nkg, jh, h)
u(g, jg, nkh)
. (3.4)
In particular, if nkg"0"nkh then
e
n
(kg, kh)"e
nk
(g, h)k.
Proof. Consider the section s(g, h)nk2 ofBnk2. The axioms of a biextension guarantee that all ways of
multiplying these to an element of B over (nkg, kh) are the same. For example,
[k]
R
[nk]k
L
s(g, h)nk2"[n]
L
[k]n
R
[k]nk
L
s(g, h)nk2,
which gives an equation
C
nk~1
<
j/1
u(g, jg, h)D
k
C
k~1
<
j/1
u(nkg, jh, h)D
"C
k~1
<
j/1
u(g, jg, h)D
nk
C
k~1
<
j/1
u(kg, jh, h)D
n
C
n~1
<
j/1
u(kg, jkg, kh)D.
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Similarly, all ways of multiplying these to an element ofB over (kg, nkh) are the same, so there is an
equation
[k]
L
[nk]k
R
s(g, h)nk2"[n]
R
[k]n
R
[k]nk
L
s(g, h)nk2,
which gives an equation
C
nk~1
<
j/1
u(g, jh, h)D
k
C
k~1
<
j/1
u(g, jg, nkh)D
"C
k~1
<
j/1
u(g, jg, h)D
nk
C
k~1
<
j/1
u(kg, jh, h)D
n
C
n~1
<
j/1
u(kg, jkh, kh)D.
Dividing the "rst by the second gives the result. h
Lemma 3.7. For arbitrary g
1
, g
2
, g, h
1
, h
2
, and h there are equations
e
n
(g
1
#g
2
, h)"e
n
(g
1
, h)e
n
(g
2
, h)
u(ng
1
, ng
2
, h)
u(g
1
, g
2
, nh)
,
e
n
(g, h
1
#h
2
)"e
n
(g, h
1
)e
n
(g, h
2
)
u(ng, h
1
, h
2
)
u(g, nh
1
, nh
2
)
.
In particular, one has
e
n
(kg, h)"e
n
(g, h)k
k~1
<
j/1
u(ng, jng, h)
u(g, jg, nh)
,
e
n
(g, kh)"e
n
(g, h)k
k~1
<
j/1
u(ng, jh, h)
u(g, jnh, nh)
and e
n
restricted to G[n]2 is biexponential.
Proof. We treat the formula for e
n
(g
1
#g
2
, h); the other case is similar. The method of the proof of
Lemma 3.6 applied to the equations
(f
L
) " ([n]
L
?[n]
L
)s(g
1
, h)n?s(g
2
, h)"[n]
L
" (f
L
)ns(g
1
, h)n?s(g
2
, h)
and
(f
L
) " ([n]
R
?[n]
R
)s(g
1
, h)n?s(g
2
, h)"[n]
R
" (f
L
)ns(g
1
, h)n?s(g
2
, h)
gives the result. h
Lemmas 3.5}3.7 imply the following.
Proposition 3.8. There is a unique map
eH : C3(G)P=(G)
whose image in =
n
(G) is e
n
.
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4. The bundle associated to the e
n
-pairing
Let < be a virtual complex bundle over a space X, with a chosen lifting v : XPB;S6T of the
classifying map XPZ]B;. Given a class c3E0B;S6T we obtain an element vHc3E0X which we
can think of as a characteristic class of v (or by abuse, of <). Alternatively, the map
vH : E0XPE0B;S6T can be regarded as an element u3E0X?K E0B;S6T, which we call the total
characteristic class of <.
Note that if ‚
1
, ‚
2
and ‚
3
are line bundles over X then each virtual bundle 1!‚
i
has a unique
lifting to B;, which is the second space in the connective complex K-theory spectrum ku, which is
a ring spectrum. This gives a natural lift of <3
i
(1!‚
i
) to the sixth space of the ku spectrum, which
is B;S6T. Thus, if < is an arbitrary virtual bundle, then an expression for < as a sum of virtual
bundles of the form <3
i
(1!‚
i
) gives rise to a lifting of < to B;S6T.
Motivated by Proposition 3.3, we make the following de"nition.
De5nition 4.1. If ‚
1
, ‚
2
are line bundles over a space X, we put
d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
) $%&" n~1+
j/1
(1!‚
1
)(1!‚j
1
)(1!‚
2
)!n~1+
j/1
(1!‚
1
)(1!‚j
2
)(1!‚
2
),
3ku6X"[X,B;S6T].
Note that if we forget about liftings to B;S6T and just work with virtual bundles we have
d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
)"(1!‚
1
)(1!‚
2
)A
n~1
+
j/1
‚j
1
!‚j
2B
"(1!‚
2
)(1!‚n
1
)!(1!‚
1
)(1!‚n
2
)
"!‚
2
!‚n
1
#‚n
1
‚
2
#‚
1
#‚n
2
!‚
1
‚n
2
.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.4 is the following compatibility.
Theorem 4.2. Let ‚
1
and ‚
2
be the obvious line bundles over P2. Then for each n, the following
diagram commutes (up to possible signs):
(4.1)
Remark 4.3. Let us say that a sequence of spectra
X fP> gP Z hP RX
is a $-"bration if either ( f, g, h) is a "bration, or ( f, g,!h) is a "bration. This de"nition is
independent of all conventions such as which end of the unit interval we take as the basepoint,
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which side we write cone and suspension coordinates and so on. Co"brations are $-"brations,
and $-"brations are preserved by shifting, suspending, dualising or changing any combination of
signs. Suppose we have a diagram as follows, in which the square commutes up to sign and the rows
are $-"brations.
Then there is a map v :>P>@ making everything commute up to sign; moreover, if [Z,>@]"0
then v is unique up to sign. These facts are easily deduced from the corresponding ones for genuine
"brations. The sign ambiguity in Theorem 4.2 could be resolved by a careful analysis of conven-
tions to determine whether certain sequences are "brations, or whether a sign needs to be changed
to make this true. We have not felt it worthwhile to pursue these questions.
At the end of this section we give a short proof of a weaker result (Lemma 4.5); the next section
constitutes the rather harder proof of the theorem itself. First, however, we draw an important
corollary.
Corollary 4.4. The diagram
commutes (up to possible signs).
Proof. By the de"nition of =, it su$ces to check that that b
n
specE
0
(c)"(e
n
P
3
)e in =
n
(G
E
) for
arbitrary n, where e"$1 and is independent of n. In fact the independence of n is automatic: if
vH and wH are two Weil pairings, and
v
n
(g, h)"w
n
(g, h)e(n),
then
v
pn
(pg, ph)"v
n
(g, h)p"w
n
(g, h)pe(n)"w
pn
(pg, ph)e(n),
since p :G
E
PG
E
is surjective, it follows that e(pn)"e(n).
Moreover,=
n
(G
E
) is a subscheme of the scheme of maps G
E
[n]2PG
m
, so it su$ces to check that
the two adjoint maps G
E
[n]2]spec(E
0
B;S6T)PG
m
are the same.
From now on we "x n and write b for b
n
and so on.
Note that any element z3ku6Z"[Z,B;S6T] gives rise to a map zH : E0ZPE0B;S6T or
equivalently an element z(3E0Z?K E
0
B;S6T which may be viewed as a map
z( : spf(E0Z)]spec(E
0
B;S6T)PG
m
.
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This construction converts sums to products and is natural in Z. If z"<3
i
(1!‚
i
)3ku6P3 then
z( :G3
E
]spec(E
0
B;S6T)PG
m
is just the composite
G3
E
]spec(E
0
B;S6T)PG3
E
]C3(G
E
) %7!-&" G
m
,
where eval(g
1
, g
2
, g
3
, f )"f (g
1
, g
2
, g
3
). It follows by naturality that if z"(1!‚
1
)
(1!‚k
1
)(1!‚
2
)3ku6P2 then z( corresponds to the map (g
1
, g
2
, f )C f (g
1
, kg
1
, g
2
), and thus that
d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
)\ corresponds to the map
(g
0
, g
1
, f )C n~1<
k/1
f (g
0
, kg
0
, g
1
)
f (g
0
, kg
1
, g
1
)
"e
n
( f )(g
0
, g
1
).
This is what we get by going around the bottom left of the square in the statement of the corollary.
A similar procedure converts elements w3H3Z to maps w( : spf(E0Z)]spec(E
0
K(Z, 3))PG
m
. If
w"b(a
1
a
2
)3H3P[n]2 then
w( :G[n]2]spec(E
0
K(Z, 3))PG
m
is adjoint to
bm :G[n]2Pspf(E0K(Z, 3)),
essentially by the de"nition of b. By an obvious naturality statement we see that w( " spec(E
0
(c)) is
adjoint to c
*
w, but in the case w"b(a
1
a
2
) the theorem gives cHw"$dn(‚1,‚2). This implies that
c
*
w"($d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
))\, which is adjoint to (e
n
P
3
)B1. h
We next give the promised crude version of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.5. There is a unique j"j
n
3Z/n such that the following diagram commutes:
Proof. For brevity we put d $%&" d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
) : P[n]2PB;S6T. As bundles we have
d"(1!‚
2
)(1!‚n
1
)!(1!‚
1
)(1!‚n
2
)
and we work over P[n]2 so ‚n
1
"‚n
2
"1 so d"0. This means that the map P[n]2 dP B;S6T fP
BS; gP B; is null. The "bre of g is S1"K(Z, 1) and [P[n]2,K(Z, 1)]"H1P[n]2"0 so we see that
fd"0. The "bre of f is K(Z, 3) cP B;S6T so there is a map d@ : P[n]2PK(Z, 3) with d"cd@. The
"bre of c is S;, which is a retract of;KS1]S;, and [P[n]2,;]"K;1P[n]2"0 by well-known
calculations, so d@ is unique. Further easy calculations show that [P[n]2, K(Z, 3)]"
H3(P[n]2)"Z/n, generated by bk. Thus there is a unique j3Z/n such that d@"jbk as claimed. h
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5. The proof of Theorem 4.2
We shall obtain the commutativity of (4.1) by looping down the corresponding diagram of
spectra, which we shall see commutes. We will write B"P[n] for brevity, and we will choose
models of the homotopy types B and P such that the canonical map j : BPP is the inclusion of
a subcomplex; recall that this can be identi"ed with the map b : K(Z/n, 1)PK(Z, 2).
As BLP, we can form the quotient „"P/B. If we let ‚ be the canonical line bundle over CP=,
we could take B to be the sphere bundle of ‚cn and take P to be the corresponding disc bundle.
This shows that „ is homotopy equivalent to the Thom space of ‚cn. Let us label as q and d the
maps in the co"bration sequence
B jP P qP „"P/B dP RB.
Let us use the notations
y : PPR2H,
x : PPR2ku,
v : S2Pku,
p : kuPH,
o : HPH/n,
to denote
(i) the ordinary Euler class of ‚
(ii) the ku Euler class corresponding to the map (1!‚) : PPB;
(iii) the ku class corresponding to the reduced Hopf bundle (1!H) over S2.
(iv) the ring map such that px"y : PPR2H.
(v) the reduction map.
Note that there are $-"bration sequences
R2ku vP ku pP H cP R3ku,
H nP H oP H/n bP RH.
The "bration 1.4 is obtained by looping down the "rst of these.
The classes x and y determine complex orientations for ku and H. Let u3ku2(„) and w3H2(„) be
the resulting Thom classes.
Given a space X, a spectrum E and a class z3EkX"[R=X,RkE], we write X=(z) for the adjoint
map XPX=RkE of spaces; this is of course a mild abuse.
We will need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose we have a diagram as follows, in which the left and right squares commute up to
sign, the rows are $-xbrations, and [Z,>@]"0.
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Then the central square also commutes up to sign.
Proof. As in Remark 4.3, there is a map v@ :>P>@ making the whole diagram commute up to sign.
fter changing the sign of v in necessary, we have vf"v@f"$f @u. Thus (v!v@) f"0, so v!v@"rg
for some r : ZP>@, but [Z,>@]"0 so v"v@. Thus, the central square commutes up to sign. h
Modelling bk. The obvious generator a3H1(B;Z/n) corresponds to a map a making the diagram
(5.1)
commute up to sign. (The "rst two squares commute by well-known calculations, and
[RB,R2H]"H1B"0 so the third square commutes up to sign by Lemma 5.1.)
Let b(a
1
a
2
) be the map making the diagram
commute (where we write B(2)"B’B and so on). The map X=b(a
1
a
2
) is a model for bk.
Modelling d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
). For each k*0 let [k](z) be the polynomial
[k](z) $%&" 1!(1!vz)k
v
3kuH[z].
As Thom classes restrict to Euler classes on the zero-section, we have
qHw"[n](x)3ku2(P).
Let x
i
3ku2(P(2)) be the Euler class of ‚
i
for i"1, 2. If
d $%&" x
1
x
2
n~1
+
k/1
([k](x
1
)![k](x
2
))3ku6(P(2))(ku6(P2),
then from De"nition 4.1 it is clear that X=d"d
n
(‚
1
,‚
2
).
Combining these de"nitions and observations yields
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Lemma 5.2. To prove Theorem 4.2, it suzces to show that the diagram
(5.2)
commutes up to sign.
Let us write r and D for the indicated maps in the co"bration
B(2)j\jP P(2) rP P(2)/B(2)
D
P RB(2).
Lemma 5.3. There is a commutative diagram of the form
(5.3)
in which the linear sequences are coxbrations.
Proof. The map A
1
is just the projection
P’P
B’BP
P’P
B’P"
P
B
’P"„’P,
and similarly for A
2
. The map B
1
is obtained from the inclusion B’PPP’P by collapsing out
the subcomplex B’B to get a map
B’„"B’P
B’BP
P’P
B’B,
and similarly for B
2
. From these de"nitions we see directly that all parts of the diagram not
involving D commute, and that the middle row and column are co"brations. To see that
*B
1
"B’d, recall the naturality of connecting maps and examine the following diagram. (Equiva-
lently, one can think of this as an instance of the octahedral axiom.)
K
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Now let f : P(2)/B(2)PR4ku be the map
f $%&" k(u’x)A
1
!k(x’u)A
2
,
where k : ku’kuPku is the multiplication.
Lemma 5.4. To prove Theorem 4.2, it suzces to show that the diagram
(5.4)
commutes up to sign.
Proof. Consider the following diagram.
(5.5)
We "rst show that the right-hand square commutes. One composite is
fr"k(u’x)A
1
r!k(x’u)A
2
r
"k(u’x)(q’P)!k(x’u)(P’q) by (5.3)
"[n](x
1
)x
2
!x
1
[n](x
2
).
The other composite is
vd"x
1
x
2
n~1
+
k/1
(1!vx
1
)k!(1!vx
2
)k
"x
1
x
2A
1!(1!vx
1
)n
vx
1
!1!(1!vx2)n
vx
2
B
"x
2
[n](x
1
)!x
1
[n](x
2
),
as required.
We also have [RP(2),R4H]"H3P(2)"0. Thus, if we have b(a
1
a
2
) "D"$pf we can apply
Lemma 5.1 to see that e " (j’j)"$cd, and the claim then follows by Lemma 5.2. h
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Lemma 5.5. We have
npf"0"nb(a
1
a
2
)D
in H4(P(2)/B(2)).
Proof. It is clear that nb(a
1
a
2
)"0, so it su$ces to check that npf"0. Now by de"nition,
pf"k(w’y)A
1
!k(y’w)A
2
.
The commutative diagram
gives the commutative triangles in the diagram
commute. The square commutes because either composite is just the projection
P’P
B’BP
P’P
B’PXP’B.
The di!erence between the two outermost composites is npf. h
Lemma 5.6. The maps
BH
1
: H4(P(2)/B(2))PH4(B’„),
BH
2
: H4(P(2)/B(2))PH4(„’B),
are such that Ker(BH
1
)WKer(BH
2
) is torsion-free.
Proof. In the diagram
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the rows and columns are co"brations, and so we have an exact sequence
H3(B’„)=H3(„’B)PH4(„(2))
PH4(P(2)/B(2))
B
H
1^B
H
2&&" H4(B’„)=H4(„’B).
It is easy to check that the "rst term is torsion, and the second term is Z. Thus, the "rst map must be
zero, and the kernel of the third map must be Z. h
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 5.4, it su$ces to check that the element
z $%&" pf#b(a
1
a
2
)D3H4P(2)/B(2)
is zero. By Lemma 5.5 we have nz"0, so by Lemma 5.6, it su$ces to check that BH
1
z"BH
2
z"0.
For BH
1
z we have
b(a
1
a
2
)*B
1
"b(a
1
a
2
)(B’d) by Lemma 5.3
"bk(a’a)(B’d)
"bk(a’ad)
"bk(a’ow) by diagram (5.1)
"b(a
1
ow
2
)
"(y
1
j)w
2
by diagram (5.1).
On the other hand,
pfB
1
"k(w’y)A
1
B
1
!k(y’w)A
2
B
1
"k(y’w)(„’j) by Lemma 5.3
"!(y
1
j)w
2
.
Thus BH
1
z"b(a
1
a
2
)*B
1
#pfB
1
"0 as claimed. The case of BH
2
z is similar. h
6. Morava K-theory of BSU
The Morava K-theory of BS; is accessible through the "bration
BS;PB;B $%5&" P. (6.1)
Note that the inclusion i :S1";(1)P; gives Bi :PPB; which is a non-additive splitting of
Bdet, and the sum of Bi with the inclusion of BS; gives an equivalence P]BS;+B;.
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Lemma 6.1. The sequence
specE
0
P41%# E0B $%5&&&" specE
0
B;PspecE
0
BS;
is a short exact sequence of k-groups.
Proof. The splitting gives a short exact sequence of formal group schemes
0Pspf(E0BS;)Pspf(E0B;)Pspf(E0P)P0,
which splits nonadditively. Cartier duality is exact, so we have a short exact sequence as claimed.
(Note however that Cartier duality is only functorial for homomorphisms, so spf(E0Bi) does not
induce a splitting of this sequence.) h
The adjoint of the map
E
0
PE0(1~L)&&" E
0
B;
is an element P
1
of O
(GE)E0BU
whose value at the origin is 1. Let C1(G
E
) denote the scheme of such
functions; P
1
is classi"ed by a map
specE
0
B;
P
1P C1(G
E
).
Lemma 6.2. P
1
is an isomorphism of k-groups. Moreover there is an isomorphism
specE
0
P+Hom(G
E
,G
m
)
such that the diagram
commutes.
Proof. We leave it to the reader to check that this is a coordinate-free version of the usual
descriptions of the Hopf algebras E
0
B; and E
0
P, as in for example [1] and [10, 3.4]. h
Recall from (1.6) that for a k-algebra R, C2(G
E
)(R) is de"ned to be the group of symmetric
2-cocycles on (G
E
)
R
with values in the multiplicative group G
m
. (Such maps necessarily land in
GK
m
LG
m
, so G
m
may be replaced by GK
m
if desired.) Moreover as a functor of R, it is represented by
a k-group which we denote as C2(G
E
).
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The adjoint of the map
E
0
P2
E0<
2
1 (1~Li)&&&" E
0
BS;
is naturally an element
P
2
3C2(G
E
)(E
0
BS;), (6.2)
which is classi"ed by a map
specE
0
BS;
P
2P C2(G
E
).
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of the following. In fact the analogous statement is true
for any even periodic ring spectrum [6].
Proposition 6.3. P
2
is an isomorphism of k-groups.
There is a natural map
d : C1(G
E
)PC2(G
E
)
given by the formula
(df )(g
1
, g
2
) $%&" f (g1)f (g2)
f (g
1
#g
2
)
.
Lemma 6.4. The diagram
commutes.
Proof. Let k, n
1
, and n
2
denote the product and two projection maps
P2PP.
Let ‚ denote the tautological line bundle over P, let
‚
i
$%&" nH
i
‚.
In view of the descriptions of the maps P
1
and P
2
, the lemma boils down to the equation
(1!‚
1
)(1!‚
2
)"nH
1
(1!‚)#nH
2
(1!‚)!kH(1!‚),
which is easy. h
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Proposition 6.5. The map of k-groups
C1(G
E
) dP C2(G
E
)
is an epimorphism with kernel Hom(G
E
,G
m
).
Remark 6.6. The argument which follows has the virtue of brevity, but its tone is not really in
keeping with the coordinate-free arguments in the rest of the paper. There is a more ‘naturala proof
in [6], to give which would however require a substantial detour in the present paper.
The proof of the proposition uses the Artin}Hasse exponential
A(x) $%&" expG +
kw0
xpk
pkH
"1#x#o[2]3Z
(p)
IxJ
and the following ‘symmetric 2-cocycle lemmaa. Let c
r
3Z[x, y] be the polynomial
c
r
(x,y) $%&" 1
d(r)
(xr#yr!(x#y)r),
where
d(r) $%&" G
1 if r is not a prime power,
q if r is a power of a prime q.
Lemma 6.7. If A is an abelian group and f3A[x, y] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
r satisfying the equation
f (x, y)!f (w#x, y)#f (w,x#y)!f (w,x)"0
then f is a scalar multiple of c
r
.
Proof. See for example [1].
Proof of Proposition 6.5. The statement about the kernel is clear. According to Lemma 6.10, to
show that d is an epimorphism, we must show that if R is a k-algebra and f3C2(G
E
)(R) is
a 2-cocycle, then there is a faithfully #at R-algebra R@ and an element f @3C1(G
E
)(R@) such that
f"df @.
Choose a coordinate x on G
E
so that
C1(G
E
)(R)+1#xRIxJ.
Then f3C2(G
E
)(R) can be expressed as a power series in two variables x and y, and there is
a smallest integer t*1 such that f (x, y) is of the form
f (x, y)"1#ac
t
(x, y)#o[t#1]
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with aO0. If t is not a power of p then let S"R and let
g(x)"1#axt3C1(G
E
, G
m
)(R).
If t"ps with s’1, then let S be a faithfully #at extension of R containing a solution b to the
equation
b#bp"a if h"1,
bp"a if h’1.
Here h is the height of G
E
so K"K(h). Let g be the specialisation to S of the reduction modulo p of
A(bxps~1)3Z
(p)
[b]IxJ.
Using the formula
xv
F
y"x#y#c
p
h(x, y)#o[ph#1],
it is easy to check that
dg(x, y)"1#ac
p
s(x, y)#o[ps#1].
So there is a faithfully #at extension S of R and a g3C1(G
E
, G
m
)(S) such that
f
dg
"1#o[t#1].
By induction, one obtains R@ and f @, and concludes that d is surjective. h
In the proof of the preceding proposition we used the following algebraic result.
Lemma 6.8. A map f : HPG of k-groups is an epimorphism if and only if for every k-algebra R and
every R-valued point a3G(R), there is a faithfully yat R-algebra S and a point b3H(S) such that
f (b)"a
S
.
Proof. Since an epimorphism of k-groups is a map of k-groups which is faithfully #at, the only if
direction is clear. For the other direction, consider the case R"O
G
and S"O
H
. The hypothesis is
that there is a faithfully #at R-algebra „ and a factorisation
In particular, f H is injective; it follows [5, III, Section 3, n. 7] that it is faithfully #at. h
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Proof of Proposition 6.5. From Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 6.4 and Proposition 6.5, the diagram
commutes, the rows are short exact sequences of k-groups, and the "rst two vertical arrows are
isomorphisms. h
7. Proof of Theorem 1.4.
There is a natural map
C2(G
E
) dP C3(G
E
),
representing the natural transformation
(df )(g
1
, g
2
, g
3
) $%&" f (g1#g2, g3)
f (g
1
, g
3
)f (g
2
, g
3
)
. (7.1)
Lemma 7.1. The diagram
commutes.
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.4. h
In contrast with the case of C1PC2, we have
Lemma 7.2.
C2(G
E
) dP C3(G
E
)
is injective in the category k-groups.
Proof. The kernel of d consists of symmetric, biexponential maps from G2
E
to G
m
. Let f be such
a map. On G
E
[pr]]G
E
we have f (g, prh)"f (prg, h)"f (0, h)"1, but G
E
is p-divisible so the map
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hC prh is an epimorphism (and remains so after taking the product with G
E
[pr]), so f (g, h)"1 on
G
E
[pr]]G
E
. Another consequence of the p-divisibility of G
E
is that G
E
"colim
r
G
E
[pr] (and again
this colimit is preserved by products) so we conclude that f"1. h
Lemma 7.3. The sequence
C2(G
E
) dP C3(G
E
) e
HP=
is exact.
Remark 7.4. Breen [2, Proposition 2.11] observes that if u3C3(G
E
) then to write u"dt for some
t3C2(G
E
) is to give a trivialization of the symmetric biextension underlying u. The following proof is
adapted from Mumford’s article [9], which shows that the biextension underlying u3C3(G
E
) is
trivial if eH(u) is; Mumford’s article does not discuss symmetric biextensions.
Proof. Suppose that R is a k-algebra, and u3C3(G
E
)(R) is such that eH(u) is trivial. Precisely, for
each n the function
e
n
"e
n
(u): (G2
E
)
R
PG
m
is trivial when restricted to G
E
[n]2. It su$ces to construct a family of elements
t
n
3C2(G
E
[n])(R)
such that
t
np
D
GE*n+
"t
n
(7.2)
and
uD
GE*n+
"dt
n
. (7.3)
Suppose that S is an R-algebra and g
1
,g
2
3G
E
[n](S). After faithfully #at base extension SP„ we
may write g
2
"nh. Let
t
n
(g
1
, g
2
)"e
n
(g
1
, h)~1.
If nh@"g
2
then h@"h#b for some b with nb"0. Lemma 3.11 implies that
e
n
(g
1
, h@)~1"e
n
(g
1
, h)~1e
n
(g
1
, b)~1.
As e~1
n
(g
1
, b)"1, we conclude that t
n
(g
1
, g
2
) is independent of the choice of h, so t
n
is a well-de"ned
element of C2(G
E
[n])(R). To check the compatibility
t
np
(g
1
, g
2
)"t
n
(g
1
, g
2
),
suppose that px"g
1
and npy"g
2
. Then
t
np
(g
1
, g
2
)"e
np
(g
1
, y)~1"e
np
(px, y)~1.
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Lemma 3.7 implies that
e
np
(px, y)"e
np
(x, y)p
p~1
<
j/1
u(npx, jnpx, y)
u(x, jx, npy)
"e
np
(x, y)p
p~1
<
j/1
1
u(x, jx, npy)
(7.4)
(since npx"ng
1
"0). Lemma 3.6 implies that
e
np
(x, y)p"e
n
(px, py)
p~1
<
j/1
u(x, jx, npy). (7.5)
Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) together show that
t
np
(g
1
, g
2
)"t
n
(g
1
, g
2
)
if ng
i
"0.
Lemma 3.7 implies that if ng
i
"0 for i"0, 1, 2 then
t
n
(g
0
#g
1
, g
2
)
t
n
(g
0
, g
2
)t
n
(g
1
, g
2
)
"u(g
0
, g
1
, g
2
)" tn(g0, g1#g2)
t
n
(g
0
, g
1
)t
n
(g
0
, g
2
)
.
It follows that uD
GE*n+
"dt
n
and that t
n
satis"es the cocycle condition for membership in C2(G
E
[n]).
It is clear that t
n
(0, 0)"1, and so it remains to show that
t
n
(g
1
, g
2
)"t
n
(g
2
, g
1
).
For this, suppose that nh
1
"g
1
and nh
2
"g
2
. Suppose moreover that nx"h
1
. Then
t
n
(g
2
, g
1
)"e
n
(nh
2
, h
1
)~1
"e
n
(nh
2
, nx)~1
"e
n
2(h2
, x)~n
n~1
<
j/1
u(h
2
, jh
2
, n2x)
u(n2h
2
, jx, x)
Lemma 3.6
"e
n
2(h2
, x)~n
n~1
<
j/1
u(h
2
, jh
2
, g
1
), n2h
2
"ng
2
"0
"e
n
2(h2
, h
1
)~1
n~1
<
j/1
u(n2h
2
, jx,x)u(h
2
, jh
2
, g
1
)
u(h
2
, jn2x, n2x)
Lemma 3.7
"e
n
2(h2
, h
1
)~1
n~1
<
j/1
u(h
2
, jh
2
, g
1
)
u(h
2
, jg
1
, g
1
)
, n2h
2
"0
"e
n
2(h2
, h
1
)~1e
n
(g
1
, h
2
)~1
"t
n
(g
1
, g
2
).
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The next-to-last equality uses the symmetry of u and the de"nition of e
n
; and the last equality uses
the fact that e
n
2(h2
, h
1
)"1 since n2h
i
"0. h
Lemma 7.5. The xbration
K(Z, 3)PB;S6TPBS; (7.6)
gives rise to a short exact sequence of abelian Hopf algebras
E
0
K(Z, 3)PE
0
B;S6TPE
0
BS;.
Proof. The Atiyah}Hirzebruch spectral sequences for the K-homology of BS; and for the
K-homology of the "bration (7.6) collapse, because they start in even bidegrees.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. According to Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 4.4, we have a commutative
diagram
Propositions 6.3 and 2.9 give that the marked vertical arrows are isomorphisms. The top row is
a short exact sequence of k-groups by Lemma 7.5, the bottom row is exact in the middle by Lemma
7.3, and d is injective by Lemma 7.2. It follows that eH is surjective and P3 is an isomorphism. h
In the course of the proof we obtained the following result. This result follows from Corollary
7.13 of [2], which is proved by methods quite di!erent from the topological methods of this paper.
Corollary 7.6. The map of k-groups eH: C3(GE)P= is surjective.
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